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BRAND STATEMENT

Brand Statement
Supplies low on cost. High on quality.
From paper dinnerware to food packaging, Valu+Plus offers
an extensive line of disposables. Valu+Plus has the solution
to all your disposable product needs and offers unmatched
quality at unbeatable prices for operators watching their
budgets.

Brand Statement defines the products and benefits of the brand. It’s generally
used on websites, sell sheets, guides and any promotional pieces that
showcase several items of that brand.
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BRAND VOICE

Valu+Plus Brand Voice BTB
FPO

Valu+Plus Brand Voice BTC
FPO
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BRAND MARK

Brand Mark

FPO
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PROTECTED SPACE & MINIMUM SIZE

Protected Space &
Minimum Size
Clean, white space and minimal layout elevate the quality
perception of Valu+Plus. To maintain the integrity of this
high-quality brand across all applications it is important to
abide by the rules laid out in these guidelines, starting with
the protected space and minimum size. The logo should
appear no smaller than .75 inch in size without the tagline
and no smaller than 2 inches with the tagline in any
application. Always respect the clear space around the logo;
it should always measure at least half the diameter of the
logo.
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INCORRECT USE OF THE BRAND MARK
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Incorrect Use
of the Brand Mark

Do not change the color.

Do not add a drop shadow.

Do not rotate the logo.

Do not skew.

Do not scale
disproportionately.

Do not remove or change
the graphics elements.

Do not place on top of busy
photography or background
color.
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PRIMARY COLOR PALETTE
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Primary Color Palette
FPO

PANTONE® 7529
C:
M:
Y:
K:

24
42
45
68

R:
G:
B:

68
50
43

HTML: #43322B
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TYPOGRAPHY

Typography
The primary typefaces used for Valu+Plus are Berthold
Akzidenz Grotesk Regular and Medium. They were chosen
for their clean lines and readability, as well as economy of
space. Typeset headers and subheads in medium and bold
weight, leaving the body copy and call-outs in light or regular
weight as the design permits. Use uppercase for headers
whenever possible.
The secondary typeface for Valu+Plus is Chronicle Text G1.
NOTE: Headers for body copy should be typeset using
Berthold Akzidenz Grotesk Medium, and the body copy
should be typeset using Chronicle Roman.

Berthold Akzidenz Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890
Berthold Akzidenz Grotesk Medium
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890
Chronicle Text G1
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890
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PHOTOGRAPHY

Photography
Product photography is a very important part of every brand
when designing collateral and print.
Photographed products on a white background with minimal
propping present Valu+Plus products in their purest form.
Bring the photography to life by shooting the products in use.
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PHOTOGRAPHY
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Always choose the freshest and least-processed imagery
of raw food ingredients to reinforce the message of
quality. Food should be photographed with bright,
airy lighting and retouched to eliminate shadows and
distracting imperfections.

Delicious food photography is a very important part of
every brand when designing collateral and print ads. It is
essential that it looks appealing and fresh. Food imagery
should look like it was prepared in a restaurant by an
experienced chef, not like a home-cooked meal. Raw food
ingredients are also acceptable and may be used to tell
an ingredient or flavor story.

Images are illustrative of visual styling and are not indicative of product categories.
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OMNI-CHANNEL APPLICATIONS

Omni-Channel
Applications
FPO
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OMNI-CHANNEL APPLICATIONS
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Valu+Plus™ offers value-priced foodservice supplies for the
cost-conscious operator. Valu+Plus™ has an economical solution for all
your disposable needs under one brand.

WRAP IT UP

Features & Benefits
• Metal cutter provides quick and effective dispensing

From storing and covering your food items
to preparing to-go or leftovers boxes for your
customers, Valu+Plus films provide secure
wrapping power. Our strong, clear film keeps
in the heat or the cold as an added layer of
protection. Made for the busy kitchen, it
provides a superior cling.

• Strong, clear film with superior cling
• Contains anti-fog properties that prevent condensation when covering
hot foods
• Available in two sizes, giving operators options for their various foodservice
applications
• Use film in temperatures as low as -10˚F and as high as 180˚F
• Microwave safe
• Anti-skid attached feet prevent box from moving when film is being
dispensed

Film Rolls

A-Code

Product Description
12”X2000’ Cutter Box 33 Gauge

1 RL

18”X2000’ Cutter Box 33 Gauge

1 RL

Covering Application
Third Size
Steam Table
Pans

PLASTIC FILM ROLL

12”
18”

Pack Size

7803109
7803141

Wrapping Application

Half and
Full Size

5-10 lb Bowl
Metal
Plastic
Glass

Large Pot
Several
Gallons
Cooked
Meats
3lb or Larger

X

X

X

X

Cooked
Meats
3 lb
or Larger

Bakery Items
Sandwiches

X

X

Cut Fruit
Vegetables

Bulk Deli
Meats and
Cheeses

X

X

DISPOSABLE GLOVES

Foodservice film is a core staple within kitchens across the country and

Valu+Plus™ gloves provide the helping hand for all your foodservice needs,

Valu+Plus™ film is the perfect gauge to meet the high demands of today’s

along with helping your budget. When we say our gloves are an excellent fit,

operators and save money. Whether it is wrapping a container for storage in

we aren’t just referring to size. We provide a variety of glove types to handle

the refrigerator or keeping items fresh on the deli line, customers can rely on

preparation, serving and all the jobs in between, from the opening to closing.

economical Valu+Plus film.
For more information about Valu+Plus™
products, visit www.usfoods.com or contact
your local US Foods® representative. 1-2014

© 2014 US Foods

Sell Sheets
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PACKAGING

Packaging
All design standards also apply to the packaging of every
product. Design cues such as color, fonts, etc. must be
incorporated to maintain a cohesive look. Please refer to
packaging guidelines for complete information regarding
packaging design.
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